Interim Report of an Interview Between Carl Howard, and Special Indian Agent Jacob, from Camp Grant, and Erskine zinc, Secretary to Red Miguel Chief of Apache, held Aug. 15, 1872, at Camp Apache.

Erskine zinc complained that the Red Bonito upon their arrival at Camp Grant where they went to join his people had been refusing rations and ordered off the reservation by Agent Jacobs.

See page one.
9 August at Camp Apache 1872

Mr. Jacobs says that every man whose name was on his list for rations by him — those who were not and did not belong there. The Commandant orders he send the feast to Camp Apache. The names of all of the Kelleelas band, given him by Kelleelas, that he directed Mr. Jacobs not to give rations to those who went on them our books and did not belong to his band.

(To Kelleelas) Are any of your men near here? Kelleelas, come over here. Mr. Jacobs has a list. Let him know if his name is on the list. Set me up his descriptive list. She did not have a list.

Her reply. It is at home — out of your reach.

Mr. Jacobs refused to give them rations.

He said to his wife, Mr. Jacobs promised that if the Rio Grande Indians come in upon the Reserve they can plant these grounds which they select on the Rio Grande by complying to the rules.

Kelleelas said that they would not come in while Mr. Jacobs remained, because they had been treated so badly by the others. Mr. Jacobs had said whenever these drawings ever seen they would be fined when
The Jacobs - no one was fired upon but Cochise - and I despaired of his arrest.

I utterly condemn the firing.

Estimating - while she have been at the Anzuer - I have not heard of any depredations - but I have not heard of any stolen stock - we are at peace with every one and remain at the post - and yet we are kicked by the Americans.

You asked - it is not the stones nor sticks nor the earth nor the sky nor the sun - but it is the Americans at Anzuer.

Now I want their names.

Estemini - There are no Zuni Indians - nor any Indians who are Navajos at Anzuer - but soldiers - if I can hear of a soldier along this I will have a bell & chain put upon him.

Estemini - Perhaps I am mistaken - he does not know his father and mother - but they are dressed in blue and are soldiers. When I went to Anzuer there were their & had many Indians - now alone - theanches have been driven away - when Indians came this Mr. Jacobs asks if they have a baker and if they have meat.
Mr. Jacobs — one case had occurred where an Indian had been killed by a soldier, but it was excused by a soldier, but it was excused by a court-martial. The soldier was identified, but he had been punished, but the Indians could not identify him. 

Esquin — when he did not appear, he was present. These things did not occur, but when he had gone, but those who wrote letters to him from there day the Indians are doing well and everything is going on well.

The Rev. sent part of a letter from Mr. Jacobs reading: 

— the Americans were not doing well, but as the can not write who is to tell you how the Americans treat the Indians. He had often gone to the agency house and felt very angry at what he said, and I have often thought of leaving the post. The Rev. had invited me to go to the states, but I did not go because I knew the Indians would break out. 

Mr. Jacobs himself had often driven them away.

Mr. Jacobs had his car driven to the agency and he denied it. It was later broken.
Interrogation of Eskimos.

Aug. 15, 1872 - Camp Agate - 105

1st. W. - Do you want the Rio Bravo to be laid off as a reserve? I refer to the present boundary.

2nd. What do the Indians think of the place I selected for them on the Rio Gila and San Carlos, and which they want to go to?

3rd. About the old men.

4th. About the Indians and Polones band.

Can you and promises that if the Rio Pinto

are to come in up the Resina, they can plant their farms, which they have plowed, on the Rio Pinto, by confining

The notice -
from them. That Mr. Jacobs had sworn in order to the Saladin-Tuicka and drove
them off. 

Eskaminji. Mr. Jacobs himself has given orders to the soldiers to teach the Indians to drive them off.

Eskaminji himself suggested that a guard be placed at the Agency when relations were entered.

After that Eskaminji says he likes the land on the Dilia which I selected for him.

Eskaminji, and I think all my people come
insists to go as soon as possible to the
Dilia because there is good water and a good
at Arvihia. - These men are sent here
to build a fort and were recalled. That they
must go there at once.

Eskaminji. What has Pedro to say?

Eskaminji says that the Indians of Pedro
want to kill and drive. They
have been talking about their horse and want to
kill for that. They would like to go to Arvihia
if Eskaminji desires it.

Send Mr. Ask Eskaminji about the Apache.
Children being educated at the reservation.
Eskaminji says it is very good.

Send Mr. so the relations want the
children. The President says they may come
here and the agent's education if the Army
is
Eckim. I have no power to have the children sent back to the tribes at once.

The children shall be returned as the President directs.

With regard to the children held in captivity still in Mexico, the President has promised to call upon the Mexican Govt. for them, but he was not sure that the Govt. itself had power enough over its own people to obtain their release.

Eckim. The white people can travel 2000 miles and give letters. I suppose they will be held as soon as possible.

Eckim. We could not go and get them at once without war and our Govt. does not like to war for so small a cause.

I feel very bad for Mr. Jacobs. I asked Mr. Jacobs, speaking highly of Eckim, and he said he was coming with him all this distance without a guard. Does not Eckim know that Mr. Jacobs needs to do right—he does not steal the rations?

Eckim. I have no power. Mr. Jessel was appointed by the President on this occasion.
Mendation of a powerful document, which is engaged.

Eskenia, when Kuul it was an Aroordia.

He said if I wanted advice go to M. Jacobs and he will help you but when we went to him he sent us away. We do not talk to him. He is not our friend and does not give us good advice. He does not like me talk to him about my people. He had better go away.